
Model Worksheet-II 
 

Category-III :  Research and Academic Contributions 
 
III A  Research Papers Publication 
 Papers published in Refereed Journals (RJ) and other Reputed Journals (ORJ) as notified by  
the  UGC 
               

                         Score to a Refereed Journal  Paper   
Points for a paper with the impact factor (IF) 
 IF < 1 1  ≤  IF <  2 2  ≤  IF <  5 5  ≤  IF <  10 IF  ≥ 10 
30 35 40 45 50 

 
                        Score to an Other  Reputed  Journal  Paper = 10    
 
  Score to the author:   
  Single author  Publication 

 

  Single     Your score  is 100%  of  the points of  the paper. 
 
                       
For  a  Joint Publication with  two authors 
 
JP70       You   are   the   first    author   and    also    the   principal author / corresponding  author / 
supervisor / mentor  then your score  is 70% of  the points of  the paper. 

 

JP50       You  are  the first  author  but  not  the  principal  author / corresponding  author / 
supervisor/ mentor OR  You   are    the   second  author  but  also  the principal  author / 
corresponding  author / supervisor / mentor  then your score  is  50%  of the points of the paper. 

 

JP30       You   are    the   second   author   but   not   the   principal  author / corresponding  author / 
supervisor / mentor  then your score  is  30%   of  the points of the paper. 
 
 

  For  a  Joint Publication with more than two authors 
  

JP70       You    are   the   first   author   and   also   the    principal author  / corresponding  author / 
supervisor / mentor  then your score  is 70% of  the points of  the paper. 

 

 JP35       You  are  the first  author  but  not  the  principal  author / corresponding  author /  
supervisor  / mentor then your score   is  35%  of the points of the paper.  

              OR    
You   are   not the first   author   but   the principal   author/corresponding author / supervisor / mentor 
then your score is  35%   of the points of the paper. 
 

 JP30/N    You are neither the first author nor the principal author / corresponding author / supervisor  
/ mentor.    If  there  are  N  such authors (including you)  then  your score  is  (30/N)%   of  the points 
of the paper. 
 
Attach a list of publications.  For each publication  give  names of all authors, title of the paper, 
name of  the  journal, volume number, pages, month and year of  publication.   

 
 

 



III (A) Research Papers published in: Refereed Journals as notified by the UGC 
 

S. 
No. 

For each publication give names of all authors, title of the 
paper, name of the journal, volume number, page range, month 

and year of  publication. 

RJ 
(Notified 
by UGC) 

or 
ORJ 

If RJ then 
serial 

number of it 
in the UGC 

list* 

Impact factor 
(if the journal 

is RJ) 

Score to the 
Publication 

Nature of 
Authorship 

(Single/JP30/ 
JP35/JP50/ 

JP70/JP30/N 
(Give the 

value of N) 

Score 
to the 
author 

 
   

 

   

 
   

 

   

 
   

 
   

 
   

 

 Total=  

 

*visit  https://www.ugc.ac.in/journallist/site for UGC approved referred journals (RJ)  
 

 

 

https://www.ugc.ac.in/journallist/site


       III B Research Publications (Books and Chapters in Books) 

                    Score to the author:   
                         Single Author Book/Chapter 

 

                            Your score is 100% of the points of  the book/chapter in the  book. 
 

                      For a Book/Chapter in a Book with two authors                  

JP70      You   are   the   first    author   and    also    the   principal author / corresponding author / 
Supervisor / mentor then your score is 70% of the points of the book / chapter. 

 

JP50      You  are  the first  author  but  not  the  principal  author / corresponding  author / 
Supervisor  / mentor OR  You   are    the   second  author  but  also  the principal  author / 
corresponding  author / supervisor / mentor  then your score  is  50%  of  the points  of the paper. 

 

 JP30      You   are    the   second   author   but   not   the   principal author / corresponding author / 
Supervisor / mentor then your score  is  30%   of  the points of the book / chapter. 
 
 

                      For a Book/Chapter in a Book  with more than two authors 
JP70      You  are the  first author  and   also the  principal author / corresponding  author / supervisor  
/ mentor then your score is 70%  of  the points of the  book / chapter. 
 JP35      You   are  the  first  author  but  not  the principal author / corresponding author /supervisor / 
mentor  then your score  is  35%   of  the  points  of  book / chapter.  

                                     OR 
You  are   not  the first  author  but  the principal author / corresponding  author / supervisor / mentor 
then your score is  35%   of  the points of the book / chapter. 
 

JP30/N   You  are  not the first author and  also  not  the  principal  author / corresponding author / 
supervisor / mentor.  If  there  are  N  such authors (including you) then your score is   (30/N)%   of 
the points of the book/chapter. 

 
III B(i)   Text  or  Reference  Books  published by international  publishers  with ISBN/ISSN 
numbers  as  approved  by  the  University and posted on the website and intimated to UGC.  
 
                        Score for a Book = 30 
 
                        Assessment Period: 
 

Details of the Book  
(Title/Authors/ Publisher/ Month 

and year of publication) 

ISBN / ISSN 
number 

Score Earned 
(Points to be 

equally shared 
among authors) 

   
   
 Total =  

 
 
III B(ii)   Subject Books published  by  national  level  publishers with ISBN / ISSN  number   
                or  State / Central    Government Publications  as  approved  by the University and   
                posted on  the website and intimated to UGC.  
 
                 Score for a Book = 20 
                       
                Assessment Period: 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 III B(iii)  Subject Books published  by  other local  publishers with  ISBN/ISSN number  as   
                 approved by the University and posted  on the website and intimated to UGC.  
 
                 Score for a Book = 15 
 
                Assessment Period: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

         III B(iv)  Chapters  in  Books published by International /National  level  publishers with   
                          ISBN / ISSN number as approved by the University and posted on the website  
                          and intimated to UGC.  
 
                          Score : International Publ. = 10 per chapter;  National Publ.  = 5 per chapter 
 
                           Assessment Period :  
 

Details of the Book and the Chapter  
(Title/Authors/ Publisher/Month and 

year of publication) 

ISBN / ISSN 
number and 

International/
National 
Publisher 

Nature of 
authorship 

(Single / JP30 / 
JP35 /  JP50 / 
JP70 / JP30/N 
(Give the value 

of N) ) 

Score 
Earned 

 
 

    
    
    

Total =   
 
Summary of  Category III B 
 

Assessment 
period 

Score  in III B 

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) Total  
      

 

Details of the Book  
(Title/Authors/ Publisher/ 

Month and year of publication) 

ISBN / ISSN 
number 

Score Earned 
(Points to be 

equally shared 
among authors) 

   
   
 Total =  

Details of the Book  
(Title/Authors/ Publisher/ 

Month and year of 
publication) 

ISBN / ISSN 
number 

Score Earned 
(Points to be 

equally shared 
among authors) 

   
   
 Total =  


